SUNDAY STREETS – MISSION – ACTIVITY MAP QUOTES

“Missing crosswalk at SE & SW corners of Mission St and 30th St.”

“BART station at 30th St.”

“Pedestrian safety, not beautification.”

“Planning of logistic during construction is important aspect of Planning, not DPW.”

“In general more trash cans and trash education”

“Historic special paving, seating, art!”

“Along entire Mission St. Corridor:
  - Wider sidewalks
  - Separated cycletrack (bikeway)
  - More parklets & bike corrals”

“Entire street:
  - Wider sidewalks
  - Dedicated bus lanes in each direction and no car entry allowed for parking on turns
  - If you must allow cars on Mission, at most one lane (one-way car access only)”

“Ongoing street cleaning”

“Bartlett Street: lighting, graffiti, trash, gangs, speed bumps, traffic study.”

“More public restrooms.”

“Street seating: add short benches on either side of street trees.”

“Trash cans.”

“More trees (but no more palms). More plants (but resilient). More trash cans. More picking up of trash from streets. daily basis! Sidewalk cleaning. Constant cleanup of BART station areas.”

“(15th St): 2-way street. Bike lane? Water fountains?”

“(on NE 16th St. BART Plaza) New development! Yes.”
“Yes. Design guidelines to include urban motifs similar to Chinatown to denote/represent the rich hispanic/latin culture in the area.”

“(on 16th St) Spreading to the neighborhood needles, stabbing”

“Steam clean sidewalks!”

“Add a landmark or statue that signifies or define the Mission (example: Chinatown has the arches/gate: Haight Street building art).”

“Be more child-friendly/slides, child-sized furniture in parklets, bilingual signage, social services!”

“Educational art, art with a message!”

“Valencia: prime example of what’s wrong, no latino families pushed out.”

“Need for traffic study after Vida + Alamo. Gangs at 155 Bartlett.”

“Canopies similar to Folsom. Promote bicycling, bike racks. More seating, bike racks. More maintenance.”

“General: Latin American theme – echo that spirit. Improvements through the corridor. Individual elements.”

“(at 24th BART Plaza) Drainage issue, pigeon poop, BART station itself needs cleaning.”

“Dedicated pedestrian (crossing) times, better traffic signals, pedestrian vs. car (pointing to intersections of Mission St. and 22nd St., 23rd St., 24th St.)”